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"The antics of these two will put a big smile on your face."MEET FELICITY BELL & ALICE

WHITEHOUSE. One a baker, the other a morticianâ€™s assistant, they go after the bad guys with

reckless abandon, cheerful ineptitude and a gross disregard for criminal life, aided and abetted by a

cast of goofy small-town characters. A smidgen of mystery, a dash of comedy, a sprinkle of

romance and caboodles of mayhem.When Felicity Bell expresses the wish there were more to life

than working in the family bakery, she didnâ€™t know her wish would come true so soon. Suddenly

the small town of Happy Bays is confronted with a crime wave the likes of which sheâ€™s never

seen. The main culprit seems to be big shot reporter Rick Dawson, and soon the two are at daggers

drawn.Rick actually came down to Happy Bays to work on a tell-all article exposing villainous

billionaire Chazz Falcone. Rick just lost his job because of the exposÃ©, and heâ€™s determined to

nail the real estate tycoon to the wall. He soon discovers that trouble has followed him from New

York City. Though she pretends to be a baker, he has a sneaking suspicion Felicity Bell is really

working for Falcone, trying to get her hands on his article.Before long, Felicity and Rick find

themselves in a reluctant partnership fighting the crime wave that has hit Happy Bays, and the

shady billionaire who seems to be behind all the trouble.Buy this hilarious mystery now and start

reading today!Each book in this series can be read as a standalone, though they are enjoyed even

more when read in this order:The Mysteries of Bell & Whitehouse #1 - One Spoonful of TroubleThe

Mysteries of Bell & Whitehouse #2 - Two Scoops of MurderThe Mysteries of Bell & Whitehouse #3 -

Three Shots of DisasterThe Mysteries of Bell & Whitehouse #4 - A Twist of WraithThe Mysteries of

Bell & Whitehouse #5 - A Touch of GhostThe Mysteries of Bell & Whitehouse #6 - A Clash of

SpooksThe Mysteries of Bell & Whitehouse #7 - The Stuffing of NightmaresThe Mysteries of Bell &

Whitehouse #8 - A Breath of Dead Air
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It was funny but some words, like ejaculated, were overused. Also, for someone who purported to

want to get away from the bakery, she didn't really jump on chances to move forward to another

career. There were little things that bugged me and made reading it annoying. For example,

Charlene is not his step-sister no matter what he calls her. The first time it was mentioned, I ignored

it but it kept coming up. It's a little thing but it's the little things that make for great books. What it is,

is a happy, funny story with a little romance and a little mystery and a happy ending. Light and fluffy.

The author is not another Janet Evanovich but it was an okay read. I purchased the kindle box set

and have not read past the first book.

Quirky, lively and hugely romantic, this is a bit of a new genre from Nic Saint that will keep you

chuckling throughout its' entirety. This book could easily be considered a romantic comedy with a bit

of a thriller to it. Even though this book could be considered appropriate for a teenaged young

woman, it is a light, clean romance with a twist. I enjoyed it greatly, as it is well written with a plot

that was easy to follow and "get into". If you need a change from the "norm" that is out there right

now to read, this is a book you should consider.I received a copy of this book in exchange for my

honest review.

I really enjoyed this book. It's about the daily lives of Felicity and her cousin/roommate Alice. Fee

works as a baker in her family's bakery and Alice works at her dad funeral home. Life is normal and

boring for both girls,until Fee stops in the local store,and ends being in the wrong place at the wrong

time..and ends up in the middle of a robbery and a can fight with the robber and a customer. The

customer thinks she is a robber and he thinks she is one..fun story with good characters..the kind



that you might even want to be friends with. I love how at the end of some chapters,the author

leaves you hanging with a surprise and anxiously turning the page for the next chapter's

beginning..Def recommend this book.

I so enjoyed this book. I read it in just a couple evenings. It's funny, I like the characters and the fact

that the writers are husband and wife! Felicity and Alice are roommates and friends who are

different in so many ways. Felicity is a baker and chef, Alice has a few different jobs, one being

working in her Uncles funeral home. They are both likable, smart and would be fun to be friends

with. I can't wait until book 2!!!!

Received as an ARC for honest review.Felicity Bell wants out of the Bakery to become a journalist.

But she doesn't move forward with her desires of becoming a journalist. She meets Rick Dawson

who is an ex-reporter for the New York Chronicles. She mistakes him for a thief, beats him a couple

of times, asks him to teach her to write as a reporter (but doesn't go far on that aspect), falls in love

with him. And above all she gets the father & son to make a truce. It has it's humorous side &

serious sides.

Enjoy getting to know Felicity and Alice in their wonderful home town of Happy Bay. The hijinks

these two get into as the become investigators is the stuff of laugh out loud fun. The cast of

characters keeps you guessing, but in the end these two prevail. Enjoy this wonderful brain break

read.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book! The characters were well portrayed and the plot was original. From

beginning to end the book just drew me along until I reached the end.I finished the book with a big

smile on my face, which is a good sign that I thoroughly enjoyed the book. It also means that I am

certainly going to be reading more by this team! Bet they have a really fun marriage! They deserve it

for their books if nothing else!

I don't think heavy cream stings the eyes enough to make someone howl in pain or dance around.

Didn't get past chapter 3. And hate that  makes me write more then necessary to review a book

before I can post!!!
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